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Abstract

Large Language Models (LLMs) have demon-
strated impressive problem-solving capabilities
in mathematics through step-by-step reason-
ing chains. However, they are susceptible to
reasoning errors that impact the quality of sub-
sequent reasoning chains and the final answer
due to language models’ autoregressive token-
by-token generating nature. Recent works have
proposed adopting external verifiers to guide
the generation of reasoning paths, but existing
works utilize models that have been trained
with step-by-step labels to assess the correct-
ness of token-by-token reasoning chains. Con-
sequently, they struggle to recognize discrim-
inative details of tokens within a reasoning
path and lack the ability to evaluate whether
an intermediate reasoning path is on a promis-
ing track toward the correct final answer. To
amend the lack of sound and token-grained
math-verification signals, we devise a novel
training scheme for verifiers that apply token-
level supervision with the expected cumulative
reward (i.e., value). Furthermore, we propose a
practical formulation of the cumulative reward
by reducing it to finding the probability of fu-
ture correctness of the final answer and thereby
enabling the empirical estimation of the value.
Experimental results on mathematical reason-
ing benchmarks show that Token-Supervised
Value Model (TVM) can outperform step-by-
step verifiers on GSM8K and MATH with Mis-
tral and Llama.

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) pre-trained on mas-
sive data have achieved human-level performance
across a wide range of tasks in natural language
processing (Maslej et al., 2024). A notable excep-
tion to this trend is complex multi-step reasoning
tasks such as mathematical problem solving, where
current state-of-the-art LLMs still struggle to attain
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Figure 1: Illustrative comparison of token-level supervi-
sion (TVM; ours) with outcome supervision (ORM) and
process supervision (PRM). We provide two examples for
each correct and wrong reasoning path. Inthe reasoning step
4 of each example, both ORM and PRM use uniform labels
judged by the correctness of either an entire reasoning path
or step, which poses challenges for recognizing discrimina-
tive details of tokens within a reasoning path. On the other
hand, TVM is supervised with distinct per-token labels, thus
enabling the distinction of the details of tokens within a rea-
soning path and leading to more precise outcomes (see Fig. 2).

near-human performance. Previous studies have
been focused on enhancing the reasoning capabili-
ties of LLMs through: encouraging LLMs to gener-
ate step-by-step thought processes via few-shot or
zero-shot prompting (Wei et al., 2022; Kojima et al.,
2022); fine-tuning LLMs with question-solution
pairs to generate intermediate reasoning steps be-
fore producing a final answer (Cobbe et al., 2021;
Luo et al., 2023; Yu et al., 2023; Yuan et al., 2023);
and employing aggregation techniques such as ma-
jority voting over final answers extracted from so-
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lutions generated by LLMs (Wang et al., 2023).
However, when LLMs are left to their own de-

vices to solve given problems, they remain error-
prone due to their autoregressive nature in gen-
erating reasoning paths. If an LLM, by chance,
produces a single error during generation, the
reasoning path can be easily steered towards a
wrong answer. This would worsen for LLMs when
they face more complex reasoning tasks such
as advanced-level mathematical problems in the
MATH dataset (Hendrycks et al., 2021). To address
this, researchers have focused on providing exter-
nal aid to the LLM by training verifiers to assess
the correctness of generated reasoning paths.

Existing verifiers can be categorized into two
types: outcome-supervised reward models (ORMs)
and process-supervised reward models (PRMs).
ORMs (Cobbe et al., 2021; Uesato et al., 2022;
Yu et al., 2024) are trained to assess the correctness
of a reasoning path by labeling each token as ei-
ther correct or incorrect solely based on whether
the final answer in the reasoning path is correct.
PRMs (Lightman et al., 2023; Uesato et al., 2022;
Wang et al., 2024) are trained with step-level labels
to assess the correctness of each reasoning step, and
they are generally preferred over ORMs due to the
finer resolution of assessment in practice. Despite
being proposed to assist LLMs, current verifiers
may retain a fundamental misalignment with their
per-token granularity. Since ORMs and PRMs em-
ploy uniform labels according to the correctness of
either a whole reasoning path or step, respectively
(Fig. 1), we argue that they were not designed to (i)
learn the discriminative details of tokens within a
reasoning path or (ii) evaluate whether an interme-
diate reasoning path is on a promising track toward
the correct final answer.

In this paper, we propose the Token-supervised
Value Model (TVM), a novel verifier that super-
vises each token in a reasoning path with a distinc-
tive label, training each token with the expected
cumulative reward. Unlike ORMs and PRMs, our
token-level supervision with distinct per-token
value labels along a reasoning path (Fig. 1) equips
TVMs with the ability to capture the discrimina-
tive details of tokens within a reasoning path (see
Fig. 2). Furthermore, providing a theoretical in-
sight that the value of each token is equivalent to
the probability of reaching the correct final answer
from that token, we propose to label each token via
empirical value estimation along sampled reason-
ing paths.TVM is trained to predict the probability

of a per-token intermediate reasoning path being on
a promising track toward the correct final answer.
Therefore TVM could choose among candidate rea-
soning paths most likely to reach the correct final
answer, whether they are partial or complete. Our
contributions are threefold:

• We propose the Token-supervised Value
Model (TVM), a new verifier capable of cap-
turing token-wise details via direct supervi-
sion with the expected cumulative reward (i.e.,
value) for each token along a reasoning path.

• We generate per-token labels for verifier super-
vision via empirical value estimation, which
allows TVM to predict the probability of an in-
termediate reasoning path reaching the correct
final answer.

• We show that TVM achieves performance im-
provements on GSM8K and MATH bench-
marks across LLMs under 10B parameters,
compared to ORMs and PRMs.

2 Background

This section reviews existing verifier frameworks
for enhancing the mathematical reasoning capabil-
ities of LLMs. Sec. 2.1 outlines the preliminary
setups for training verifiers in mathematical rea-
soning verification. The subsequent sections revisit
two existing types of supervision for verifier train-
ing: outcome supervision (Sec. 2.2) and process
supervision (Sec. 2.3).

2.1 Training Verifiers for Mathematical
Reasoning

The mathematical reasoning capabilities of LLMs
can be enhanced by employing reward models as
external verifiers to assess the generated reason-
ing paths (Cobbe et al., 2021; Uesato et al., 2022;
Lightman et al., 2023; Yu et al., 2024; Wang et al.,
2024). The verifier is generally trained via super-
vised learning on a dataset obtained by sampling
multiple reasoning paths per training problem using
an LLM. Specifically, given a training problem qtr
as an input, the LLM first generates Ntr reasoning
paths, where n-th reasoning path is comprised of
reasoning steps {sn,j}Sn

j=1 and a final answer an for
n = 1, · · · , Ntr. In token-level notation, the n-th
reasoning path can also be expressed as a sequence
of tokens {tn,k}Tn

k=1. Hereafter, {sn,·}j1 and {tn,·}k1
means {sn,1, · · · , sn,j} and {tn,1, · · · , tn,k}, re-
spectively. The final answer an is correct if it is
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equal to the ground truth answer â, and incorrect
otherwise. Based on the correctness of the sampled
reasoning paths, supervision is traditionally given
in two ways: (i) outcome supervision (Cobbe et al.,
2021; Uesato et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2024) and (ii)
process supervision (Uesato et al., 2022; Lightman
et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2024).

2.2 Outcome Supervision

Prior works (Cobbe et al., 2021; Uesato et al., 2022;
Yu et al., 2024) employ outcome supervision to
label an entire reasoning path as correct if its final
answer is correct (Fig. 1). The outcome reward
function ro(·) is the correctness of the final answer:

ro(an) =

{
1 if an = â
0 if an ̸= â

(1)

for n = 1, · · · , Ntr. An outcome-supervised re-
ward model (ORM) fORM is trained with every
token in a reasoning path labeled as the outcome
reward (Eq. 1). The ORM loss LORM is defined as

LORM=

Ntr,Tn∑
n,k

ℓ
(
ro(an), fORM (qtr, {tn,·}k1)

)
. (2)

The mean squared error is typically used as a loss
function ℓ(·) in Eq. 2. Cobbe et al. (2021) demon-
strated that a token-level verifier trained to judge
the correctness after every token performs better
than a solution-level verifier trained to determine
the correctness only after the final token.

Interestingly, Yu et al. (2024) showed that ORMs
can be alternatively described as modeling the cu-
mulative reward for each token, where all interme-
diate rewards are zero (i.e., r(tn,k) = 0 for every
n and k) and the discount factor γ is set to 1. The
cumulative reward following an intermediate token
tn,k, R(tn,k) is calculated as

R(tn,k) = r(tn,k+1) + · · ·+ r(tn,Tn) + ro(an)

=

{
0 + · · ·+ 0 + 1 = 1 if an = â

0 + · · ·+ 0 + 0 = 0 if an ̸= â,
(3)

which is equivalent to ro(an) in Eq. 1. This entails
that an intermediate reasoning path is labeled as
correct if the final answer is correct, and vice versa.
In this sense, ORMs can indirectly and implicitly
learn the potential correctness of an intermediate
reasoning path (Yu et al., 2024).

2.3 Process Supervision

Process supervision enables a more accurate as-
sessment of a reasoning path by explicitly train-
ing a verifier on the correctness of each step with
step-level supervision (Lightman et al., 2023). The
correctness of each reasoning step is either la-
beled via human annotation (Uesato et al., 2022;
Lightman et al., 2023) or automation (Wang et al.,
2024). Since acquiring human annotations is labor-
intensive and costly, we mainly focus on process
supervision without human annotations.

Following Wang et al. (2024), an intermediate
reasoning step sn,j can be labeled as correct if
at least one of the reasoning paths starting from
sn,j reaches the correct final answer â (Fig. 1).
In practice, sn,j is annotated by sampling a fixed
number of reasoning paths conditioned on a se-
quence of intermediate reasoning steps {sn,·}j1 =
{sn,1, · · · , sn,j}. If at least one of the sampled
reasoning paths reaches the correct final answer,
sn,j is labeled as correct with the process reward
rp(sn,j) = 1. Otherwise, sn,j is labeled as incor-
rect and rp(sn,j) = 0. Using the per-step labels
obtained through automation, a Process-supervised
Reward Model (PRM) is trained to provide a step-
level assessment by minimizing the following loss:

LPRM=

Ntr,Sn∑
n,j

ℓ
(
rp(sn,j), fPRM (qtr, {sn,·}j1)

)
, (4)

where ℓ denotes the binary cross entropy loss.

3 Method

In this section, we introduce our proposed method
coined Token-supervised Model (TVM), a novel
verifier trained with a token-level supervision strat-
egy to directly estimate the expected cumulative
reward (i.e., value) for each token along a reasoning
path. We also describe how to empirically estimate
per-token value labels from Ntr generated reason-
ing paths for token-level supervision.

3.1 Motivation

As mentioned in Sec. 2, both outcome supervision
(ORMs) and process supervision (PRMs) utilize
homogeneous labels determined by the correctness
of either the entire reasoning path or step (Fig. 1).
Consequently, we hypothesize that they are likely
to be neither explicitly nor directly trained to (i)
learn the discriminative details of tokens within a
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(c) Reasoning ranked

highest by TVM
1. Ava jumps on 8 more …    
8*10 + 35 = 80 + 15 = 
<<8*10+35=95>>95 …

···
2. … 30*4 = <<30*4=120>>120 …

3. The total difference between 
their scores is 120 - 95 = 
<<120-95=25>>25 points.

(b) Reasoning ranked

highest by PRM
1. If Ava jumps on 8 more

···
3. … 80+15 = <<80+15=95>>95 …

4. … 30*4 = <<30*4=120>>120 …

···
5. Thus, the total difference 
between their scores is 95-120
= <<95-120=-25>>-25 points

Ava and Emma want to know who is better at the new video game Ava got for her birthday. They ...

···
finishes the level 4 seconds slower, what is the difference between their two scores? (Answer: 25)

(a) Reasoning ranked

highest by ORM
1. The difference in points 
for jumping on enemies is 8 
* 10 = <<8*10=80>>80 points.

···
4. So the total difference 
in points is 80 + 15 + 120 = 
<<80+15+120=215>>215 points.

0
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2 1 5 points . \n

ORM PRM TVM

The answer is: 215 The answer is: -25 The answer is: 25

ORM: 
0.42(O)

TVM: 
0.16(X)

PRM: 
0.05(X)

ORM: 
0.20(X)

TVM: 
0.19(X)
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Figure 2: Illustration of reasoning paths ranked highest by ORM/PRM/TVM (ours) among 256 candidate reasoning
paths for a test problem from GSM8K. We use Mistral-7B-MetaMath and illustrate practical failure cases of ORM and PRM
compared to ours. (a) The reasoning step 4 begins with “So the total difference” but ends with a summation. Hence,
as soon as step 4 is finished, the TVM score decreases dramatically. (b) The reasoning step 5 starts with “Thus, the total
difference” but ends in subtracting a large number (“120”) from a small number (“95”), which is the exact opposite of the
definition of difference. Thus, the TVM score declines. (c) The reasoning step 3 opens with “The total difference”, ending
in subtracting the small number (“95”) from the large number (“120”), which is finally correct. As a result, immediately after the
token “=” emerges, the TVM score rises while the PRM score remains intact due to its step-wise assessment. Therefore, TVM
can filter out (a) and (b) while selecting (c) with the highest score, enabling token-level discrimination within a reasoning path.

reasoning path or (ii) evaluate whether an interme-
diate reasoning path is on a promising track toward
the correct final answer.

We elucidate our assertion through cases ob-
served in practice, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In the
reasoning path ranked highest by ORM ((a) in
Fig. 2), reasoning step 4 begins with “So the
total difference” but ends with a summation,
where a logical error occurs. However, ORM is un-
able to catch the error and maintains a score over
0.4, the highest score among 256 candidate reason-
ing paths. In the reasoning path ranked highest by
PRM ((b) in Fig. 2), reasoning step 5 starts with
“Thus, the total difference” but ends in sub-
tracting a larger number (“120”) from a smaller
number (“95”), which is the exact opposite of the
definition of difference. In the reasoning path,
“120” appears in reasoning step 4 after “95” ap-
pears in reasoning step 3. Since PRMs focus on
assessing the correctness of the current reasoning
step, the sequential appearance of numbers and the
resulting subtraction are considered correct by the
PRM even though the reasoning path is unlikely
to lead to a correct answer. The observed failures

inspire the proposal of a token-level value supervi-
sion strategy for training verifiers.

3.2 Token-level Value Supervision
To overcome the issues above, we propose a new
verifier based on token-level supervision with dis-
tinctive token-wise labels according to the potential
of tokens in deducing the correct final answer. A
natural choice to appropriately reflect the token-
wise potential is prospective value modeling (Sut-
ton and Barto, 2018), which is fine-grained and
future-oriented compared to retrospective cumu-
lative reward modeling (Eq. 3). Accordingly, we
construct a supervision scheme for token tn,k in a
reasoning path {tn,·}k1 = {tn,1, · · · , tn,k} with the
expected cumulative reward (i.e., value):

V (tn,k) = E
[ ∞∑
l=1

γl−1r(tn,k+l)
∣∣qtr, {tn,·}k1], (5)

where r(·) and γ denote a reward function and the
discount factor, respectively.

The primary challenge in training value models
as verifiers is estimating the value labels of a gen-
erated reasoning path (Yu et al., 2024). However,
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Figure 3: Illustration of empirical value estimation using Eq. 9. For a single training problem, Ntr reasoning-answer pairs
are sampled using an LLM. Here, let Ntr = 3 for convenience. (1) All three sentences begin with the same tokens {t1,k}a−1

k=1,
and only one of them reaches the correct final answer (357). Accordingly, every token of {t1,k}a−1

k=1 is labeled as 1/3 = 0.33.
(2) At the a-th position, however, only one sentence starts with t1,a, which reaches an incorrect final answer (656). Thus, all
tokens after t1,a are labeled as 0/1 = 0. (3) The remaining two sentences continue with the same tokens {t2,k}b−1

k=a, only one of
which is correct. Hence, every token of {t2,k}b−1

k=a is labeled as 1/2 = 0.5. (4) Finally, at the b-th position, which one is correct
is pre-determined. As a result, all tokens after t2,b are labeled as 0/1 = 0, whereas all tokens after t3,b as 1/1 = 1.

under the specific outcome reward formulation of
Eq. 1 and no intermediate rewards, the expected
cumulative reward (Eq. 5) reduces to the proba-
bility of reaching the correct final answer condi-
tioned on the question qtr and intermediate reason-
ing path {tn,·}k1 , which can be straightforwardly
computed from generated reasoning paths and can
indicate whether an intermediate reasoning path
(i.e., {tn,·}k1) is on a promising track toward the
correct final answer.

Proposition 3.1. Let the reward function r(tn,k)
be defined as Eq. 1, which includes only the out-
come reward with the discount factor γ = 1 and
no intermediate reward (i.e., r(tn,k) = 0 except
the final answer). Then, the expected cumulative
reward (Eq. 5) is equivalent to the probability of
reaching the correct final answer conditioned on
qtr and {tn,·}k1 = {tn,1, · · · , tn,k}:

E
[ ∞∑
l=1

γl−1r(tn,k+l)
∣∣qtr, {tn,·}k1] (6)

= P(the final answer will be â|qtr, {tn,·}k1).

The right-hand side of Eq. 6 can be empirically
estimated from generated reasoning paths by cal-
culating the proportion of correct reasoning paths
starting from {tn,·}k1 among total reasoning paths
starting from {tn,·}k1 (see Sec. 3.3).

Following Proposition 3.1, we train the Token-
supervised Value Model (TVM) by supervising each
token with a value label empirically estimated as
the probability of reaching the correct final answer
given until that token. The objective of TVM is

LTVM =
∑
n,k

ℓ
(
Pn,k, fTVM (qtr, {tn,·}k1)

)
(7)

for n = 1, · · · , Ntr and k = 1, · · · , Tn, where
Pn,k indicates the right-hand side of Eq. 6 and the
loss function ℓ is the mean squared error.

Compared to existing verifiers, the resolution of
assessment provided by the proposed token-level
value supervision adequately matches the token-
wise granularity of LLMs, thereby being able to
capture the discriminative details of tokens within a
reasoning path (Fig. 2). In contrast to ORMs, TVM
is trained to directly estimate the probability of an
intermediate reasoning path being on a promising
track toward the correct final answer (Proposition
3.1). As a result, TVM can choose the reasoning
path most likely to reach the correct final answer
among candidate reasoning paths, whether they are
partial or complete.

During inference, TVM can be employed to ei-
ther search the reasoning path most likely to be
correct over complete reasoning paths generated
from an LLM (Lightman et al., 2023) or distinguish
prospective candidates likely to reach the correct
final answer among partially generated reasoning
paths. For the latter, we conduct a detailed study in
Sec. 4.3 in the setting of verifier-guided step-wise
beam search (Yu et al., 2024).

3.3 Empirical Value Estimation

As discussed in Sec. 3.2, Proposition 3.1 alleviates
the practical challenges of value estimation (Eq.
5) by formulating the value as the ratio of correct
reasoning paths to total reasoning paths. Following
Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, the estimated value for each token
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Table 1: Accuracy of Mistral-7B, Mistral-7B-MetaMath, Llama3-8B, and Llama3-8B-MetaMath on the GSM8K
benchmark under best-of-N search (N = 256) and verifier-guided step-level beam search (K = 40, b = 10). "BS"
stands for beam search.

Search Strategy Method Mistral-7B Mistral-7B-MetaMath Llama3-8B Llama3-8B-MetaMath

Self-Consistency 79.23 83.90 80.97 85.44

Best-of-N
Search

ORM 85.52 86.20 87.79 89.77
Math-Shepherd - 87.10 - 89.23
TVM (Ours) 88.17 88.86 88.70 90.37

Verifier-guided OVM 86.73 87.79 88.10 89.69
Step-level BS TVM (Ours) 87.72 88.78 89.01 90.30

tn,k can be represented as

V (tn,k) = E
[ ∞∑
l=1

γl−1r(tn,k+l)
∣∣qtr, {tn,·}k1]

= P(the final answer will be â|qtr, {tn,·}k1)

=
P({tn,·}k1 ∩ the final answer will be â|qtr)

P({tn,·}k1|qtr)
. (8)

In practice, Eq. 8 can be empirically estimated from
Ntr generated reasoning paths as the ratio of cor-
rect reasoning paths starting from {tn,·}k1 among
Ntr and total reasoning paths starting from {tn,·}k1
among Ntr, respectively. The value label of each
token V (tn,k) is assigned as∑Ntr

n′=1 I({tn′,·}k1 = {tn,·}k1 ∩ an′ = â)/Ntr∑Ntr
n′=1 I({tn′,·}k1 = {tn,·}k1)/Ntr

(9)

where I(·) is the indicator function and Ntr can-
cels out. The overall procedure of empirical value
estimation is described in Figure 3. The overall
algorithm is deferred to Appendix C.

4 Experiments

To demonstrate the efficacy of TVM in im-
proving the mathematical reasoning capabili-
ties of LLMs, we conduct extensive experi-
ments on the GSM8K (Cobbe et al., 2021) and
MATH (Hendrycks et al., 2021) benchmarks. Our
experiments are based on the following large lan-
guage models: 1) Mistral-7B (Jiang et al., 2023),
Llama3-8B (AI@Meta, 2024); 2) those fine-tuned
on MetaMATH (Yu et al., 2023) We use two ex-
isting verifier utilization strategies: (i) best-of-N
search and (ii) step-by-step beam search.

Best-of-N search. The best-of-N search strategy
introduced in Lightman et al. (2023) is a conven-
tional experimental setting to evaluate the perfor-
mance of a verifier. For every test problem, an LLM
first generates N complete reasoning paths. The
reasoning path ranked highest by the verifier is cho-
sen as the final candidate. For all experiments, we

set N = 256 following Wang et al. (2024) unless
specified otherwise.

Verifier-guided step-level beam search (BS).
To prevent errors in an intermediate reasoning step
from propagating to subsequent steps, Yu et al.
(2024) proposed guided decoding during intermedi-
ate reasoning steps via a verifier, a search strategy
we call verifier-guided step-level beam search. For
a test problem, after an LLM partially generates K
reasoning paths each containing only the first in-
termediate reasoning step, the verifier-guided step-
level beam search strategy alternates between the
following two steps until all K partially generated
reasoning paths are complete: (i) a verifier selects
the top-b (< K) ranked partially generated reason-
ing paths, and (ii) the LLM generates K/b subse-
quent intermediate reasoning steps for each path
chosen by the verifier. Among the K complete rea-
soning paths, the one scored highest by the verifier
is selected. Thanks to verifier intervention in gen-
erating each intermediate reasoning step, with K
much smaller than N , the performance of verifier-
guided step-level beam search can be similar to that
of best-of-N search in Table 1 and 2.

4.1 Grade School Mathematics (GSM8K)
Setups. An LLM is fine-tuned on the training
dataset of GSM8K for two epochs with a batch
size of 128 and a learning rate of 1e-5. Then, we
sample Ntr = 100 reasoning paths per training
problem with a temperature of 0.7 from the fine-
tuned LLM and label each token in a reasoning
path as Eq. 9. Finally, TVM initialized from either
the same LLM or the fine-tuned LLM is trained
on this dataset for one epoch with a batch size of
512 and a learning rate of either 2e-6 or 1e-5. More
experimental details are deferred to Appendix E.

Results. In the case of best-of-N search, we com-
pare TVM with ORM (Cobbe et al., 2021) and
Math-Shepherd (Wang et al., 2024), a PRM with-
out human annotations, as explained in Sec. 2. As
all experimental results in Wang et al. (2024) are
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Table 2: Accuracy of Mistral-7B-MetaMath, and Llama3-8B-MetaMath on the MATH benchmark under best-of-N
search (N = 256) and verifier-guided step-level beam search (K = 40, b = 10). "BS" stands for beam search.

Search Strategy Method Mistral-7B-MetaMath Llama3-8B-MetaMath

Self-Consistency 35.10 42.40

Best-of-N
Search

ORM 36.40 43.60
Math-Shepherd 37.30 43.40
TVM (Ours) 37.40 43.40

Verifier-guided OVM 36.60 42.40
Step-level BS TVM (Ours) 39.20 45.20

only based on LLMs fine-tuned on MetaMATH,
we also evaluate Math-Shepherd only for Mistral-
7B-MetaMath and Llama3-8B-MetaMath. Despite
using large N , Table 1 shows that TVM surpasses
ORM and Math-Shepherd with improvements rang-
ing from 0.6 to 2.6%p as well as self-consistency
from 4.9 to 8.9%p, across the board.

Under the verifier-guided step-level beam search
strategy, we primarily compare TVM against
OVM (Yu et al., 2024) because Yu et al. (2024)
confirmed that step-level beam search guided by
a token-level verifier performs significantly bet-
ter than that guided by a sentence-level value
model (Feng et al., 2024) on GSM8K. Further com-
parison to Feng et al. (2024) is presented in Ap-
pendix B. In Table 1, TVM also consistently out-
performs OVM ranging from 0.6 to 1.0%p.

One might wonder why the accuracy of OVM
(K = 40) for Mistral-7B is much higher than that
of OVM (K = 100) reported in Yu et al. (2024).
This discrepancy arises because, in our experi-
ments, some tokens (e.g., <<, >>) are correctly
converted to token IDs by the Mistral-7B tokenizer.

4.2 Advanced Mathematics (MATH)

Setups. We employ fine-tuned LLMs on Meta-
Math (Mistral-7B-MetaMath and Llama3-8B-
MetaMath) without any further fine-tuning on the
training dataset of MATH in order to sample reason-
ing paths in a newline-delimited format. Following
Lightman et al. (2023); Wang et al. (2024), we
also use 500 test MATH problems for evaluation,
which is the same test dataset of Lightman et al.
(2023), incorporating the remaining 4500 test prob-
lems into the training dataset of MATH. For each
training problem, a fine-tuned LLM on MetaMath
generates Ntr = 25 reasoning paths with a temper-
ature of 0.7, with each token labeled as Eq. 9. Then,
we train TVM initialized from the same fine-tuned
LLM for one epoch on this dataset with a batch
size of 512 and a learning rate of 2e-6. Further
experimental details are given in Appendix E.

Results. Similar to Sec. 4.1, Table 2 compares (i)
TVM’s best-of-N search performance with ORM
and Math-Shepherd and (ii) TVM-guided step-
level beam search to ORM-guided step-level beam
search (i.e., OVM). In the former case, the perfor-
mance of TVM is slightly superior or almost com-
parable to that of ORM and Math-Shepherd. This
might be due to the fact that an LLM is extremely
prone to producing errors in the process of gener-
ating N reasoning paths for difficult MATH prob-
lems. However, when capitalizing on the verifier-
guided step-level beam search strategy, not only
does TVM outperform the OVM ranging from 2.6
to 2.8%p, but TVM-guided step-level beam search
also exhibits much better performance than best-of-
N search by any verifier even if K = 40 is much
smaller than N = 256.

4.3 Analyses on Verifier-guided Step-level BS

Case study. To validate the superiority of TVM
over OVM in predicting whether an intermediate
reasoning path is on a promising track toward the
correct answer, for a test problem in the GSM8K
benchmark, we compare OVM’s and TVM’s predic-
tions. As illustrated in Fig. 4, in the third reasoning
step, OVM incorrectly predicts a wrong interme-
diate reasoning path with the highest score while
assigning a low score to a correct path. This oc-
curs because OVM is inherently identical to ORM
trained to implicitly and indirectly learn the poten-
tial correctness of an intermediate reasoning path.
In contrast, TVM accurately predicts a correct in-
termediate path with the highest score and a wrong
one with a low score. As TVM is trained to directly
and explicitly estimate the probability of reach-
ing the correct final answer for each token along
a reasoning path, TVM can effectively predict at
inference whether an intermediate reasoning path
is on a promising track toward the correct answer.

Beam size study. To investigate whether the ac-
curacy of TVM improves with larger values of K
and b in verifier-guided step-level beam search,
we conduct experiments using TVM with vary-
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<PROBLEM>: There are 96 fourth-graders at Small Tree School. 43 of them are girls. On Friday, 5 fourth-grade girls and 
4 fourth-grade boys were absent. How many fourth grade boys were at Small Tree School on Friday? (Answer: 49)

The answer is: 44 The answer is: 49WRONG CORRECT

There are 96 - 43 = <<96-43=53>>53 fourth-grade boys at Small Tree School.

5 + 4=<<5+4=9>>9 fourth-graders were absent on Friday.

There were 53-4 = <<53-4=49>>49 fourth-grade boys present on Friday.

OVM:0.94 TVM:0.09 OVM:0.25 TVM:0.63

There are 53 - 9 = <<53-9=44>>44 fourth-grade boys at Small Tree 
School on Friday.

Out of the 9, 5 were girls, leaving 9-5 = <<9-5=4>>4 boys absent.

BEAM SELECTED BY OVM BEAM SELECTED BY TVM

Figure 4: Illustration of OVM’s and TVM’s predictions under verifier-guided step-level beam search. In the third reasoning
step, while OVM incorrectly predicts a wrong intermediate reasoning path with the highest score while assigning a low score to a
correct path, TVM accurately predicts a correct intermediate path with the highest score and a wrong one with a low score.

Table 3: Mean and standard deviation of TVM’s accu-
racy for Mistral-7B and Mistral-7B-MetaMath on the
GSM8K benchmark according to varying sizes of K
and b when employing verifier-guided step-level beam
search. Three random trials are carried out.

K, b Mistral-7B Mistral-7B-MetaMath

40, 10 87.69 ±0.22 88.70 ±0.16
80, 20 87.89 ±0.35 88.75 ±0.20
100, 25 87.92 ±0.13 88.80 ±0.07

ing sizes of K and b for Mistral-7B and Mistral-
7B-MetaMath on the GSM8K benchmark. Table
3 shows that the accuracy of TVM on GSM8K
increases as both K and b grow, but reaches a satu-
ration point when K = 100 and b = 25.

5 Related Work

Best-of-N search. For N complete reasoning
paths, a verifier Cobbe et al. (2021); Uesato et al.
(2022); Lightman et al. (2023); Wang et al. (2024)
ranks and picks the highest-scored reasoning path.
Although best-of-N search using a verifier shows
much superior performance compared to verifier-
free strategies such as self-consistency (Wang et al.,
2023), best-of-N search still possesses the same
drawback as self-consistency as a large quantity
of generated reasoning paths are required to solve
challenging reasoning problems.

Step-level beam search. In contrast to the se-
lection among complete reasoning paths, several
studies have focused on step-level beam searches
for partial reasoning paths. Step-level beam search
can be divided into (i) verifier-free step-level beam
search and (ii) verifier-guided step-level beam
search.

Under the verifier-free step-level beam search

strategy, Yao et al. (2023); Hao et al. (2023) allow
value estimation by prompting LLMs to sample or
simulate long-term outcomes during inference. Al-
ternatively, Feng et al. (2024); Yu et al. (2024) intro-
duce step-level beam search guided by a sentence-
level value model and an outcome-supervised re-
ward model, respectively. Although Feng et al.
(2024); Yu et al. (2024) show that verifier-guided
step-level beam search achieves significant accu-
racy improvements over verifier-free one, each ap-
proach has its own weakness. As delineated in Yu
et al. (2024), a sentence-level value model is unsuit-
able for step-level beam search. In addition, Yu et al.
(2024) uses an outcome-supervised reward model,
not a value model. As a result, there is still room for
improvement in the performance of verifier-guided
step-level beam search.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a novel verifier termed
the Token-supervised Value Model (TVM). This
model uses per-token value labels to guide LLMs
toward promising mathematical reasoning paths.
Unlike traditional verifiers, which lack token-level
labels and thus cannot precisely evaluate interme-
diate steps in reasoning paths, TVM could esti-
mate the expected cumulative reward for each to-
ken. This enables TVM to identify detailed token-
level information and perform more precise rea-
soning at intermediate paths leading to the correct
answer. Experimental results on benchmarks such
as GSM8k and MATH have revealed that TVM out-
performs previous verifiers across 7B-scale LLMs,
including Mistral-7B and Llama3-8B, demonstrat-
ing its enhanced accuracy and effectiveness.
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Limitations

Our method has demonstrated significant improve-
ments over previous competing methods, but re-
source constraints limited us from running further
experiments. Our TVM was primarily evaluated
using 7B-scale models for mathematical reasoning,
but it can be applied to larger models and extended
to other domains. Additionally, our model could be
utilized as a value model in reinforcement learn-
ing, such as in Proximal Policy Optimization train-
ing (Schulman et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2023), to
supervise LLMs.
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A Proof of Proposition 3.1

Let the reward function r(tn,k) be defined as Eq. 1, which includes only the outcome reward with the
discount factor γ = 1 and no intermediate reward (i.e., r(tn,k) = 0 except the final answer). Then,∑∞

l=1 γ
l−1r(tn,k+l) =

∑∞
l=1 r(tn,k+l) becomes either one or zero, depending on whether the resulting

final answer will be â or not, respectively. As a result, the expected cumulative reward (Eq. 5) is written as

E
[ ∞∑
l=1

γl−1r(tn,k+l)
∣∣qtr, {tn,·}k1]

= E
[ ∞∑
l=1

r(tn,k+l)
∣∣qtr, {tn,·}k1] (∵ γ = 1)

=

1∑
r=0

r ∗ P
( ∞∑

l=1

r(tn,k+l) = r
∣∣qtr, {tn,·}k1) (∵

∞∑
l=1

r(tn,k+l) = 0 or 1)

= P
( ∞∑

l=1

r(tn,k+l) = 1
∣∣qtr, {tn,·}k1)

= P(the final answer will be â|qtr, {tn,·}k1),

because
∑∞

l=1 r(tn,k+l) = 1 only if the resulting final answer will be â.
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B Additional Comparison of TVM with a sentence-level value model (Feng et al., 2024) as
well as OVM

Although Yu et al. (2024) corroborated that step-level beam search guided by a token-level verifier
performs significantly better than that guided by a sentence-level value model (Feng et al., 2024) on
GSM8K, we additionally compare our TVM with a sentence-level value model (Feng et al., 2024) as well
as OVM for Llama2-7B.

Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of accuracy of a sentence-level value model (Feng et al., 2024), OVM,
and TVM for Llama2-7B (Touvron et al., 2023) on the GSM8K benchmark in the case of K = 10 under the
verifier-guided step-level beam search strategy. For TVM, three random trials are conducted.

Search Strategy Method Llama2-7B

Verifier-guided Feng et al. (2024) 52.20 ±0.90
Step-level OVM 66.50 ±0.20

Beam Search TVM (Ours) 66.82 ±0.38

As seen in Table 4, our TVM is superior to both a sentence-level value model (Feng et al., 2024)
and OVM. As explained in Yu et al. (2024), under the verifier-guided step-level beam search strategy,
outcome-supervised reward models can pretend to be a value model, but process-supervised reward
models cannot. As a result, the accuracy of a sentence-level value model is worse than that of OVM and
TVM.
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C Algorithm of Empirical Value Estimation

Algorithm 1 Empirical Value Estimation

Require: For a question qtr , Ntr reasoning paths, each consisting of {tn,k}Tn
k=1 and a final answer an, the ground truth answer

â, and the outcome reward function ro(an) in Eq. 1 for n = 1, · · · , Ntr .
Ensure:

H ← dict()
for n = 1, · · · , Ntr do

for k = 1, · · · , Tn do
if not H .containsKey[tn,1, · · · , tn,k] then

H .insert([tn,1, · · · , tn,k], (ro(an), 1))
else

(c, t)← H .get[tn,1, · · · , tn,k]
H .insert([tn,1, · · · , tn,k], (c+ ro(an), t+ 1))

end if
end for

end for
for n = 1, · · · , Ntr do

for k = 1, · · · , Tn do
(c, t)← H .get[tn,1, · · · , tn,k]
// c means the number of correct reasoning paths starting from tn,1, · · · , tn,k

// t indicates the number of total reasoning paths starting from tn,1, · · · , tn,k

V (tn,k) =
c
t

▷ Eq. 9
end for

end for
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D Compute Analysis between Best-of-N Search and Verifier-guided Step-level Beam
Search

Table 5: Execution time of best-of-N search without and with vLLM (Kwon et al., 2023) and verifier-guided
step-level beam search on the GSM8K and MATH benchmarks when using 8 x NVIDIA A100-80GB GPUs and
Mistral-7B-MetaMath.

Search Strategy GSM8K MATH

Best-of-N search w/o vLLM 6.5 hours 22 hours
Best-of-N search w/ vLLM 2.1 hours 2.4 hours

Verifier-guided step-level beam search 0.9 hours 1.1 hours
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E Implementation Details

In both Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2, following Cobbe et al. (2021), we use both a language modeling objective
and the verification objective in Eq. 7, with 20% dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014). Additionally, we employ
the same architecture as Cobbe et al. (2021), a language model extended with a scalar head composed of a
single gain parameter and a single bias parameter, to output a score for each token in a reasoning path. We
use the AdamW optimizer with a linear scheduler. We generate Ntr reasoning paths with a temperature of
0.7, a top-k of 50, and a top-p of 1.0. Note that for every experiment, a verifier has the same model size
and architecture as an LLM used to generate Ntr reasoning paths.

Table 6: Learning rate, batch size, and verifier initialization for training TVM when using Mistral-7B, Mistral-7B-
MetaMath, Llama3-8B, and Llama3-8B-MetaMath to generate Ntr = 100 reasoning paths per training problem of
GSM8K in Sec. 4.1. Fine-tuned Mistral-7B and fine-tuned Llama3-8B means that they are fine-tuned on the training
dataset of GSM8K as described in Sec. 4.1.

Mistral-7B Mistral-7B-MetaMath Llama3-8B Llama3-8B-MetaMath

Learning rate 2e-6 2e-6 1e-5 2e-6
Batch size 512 512 512 512
Verifier initialization fine-tuned Mistral-7B Mistral-7B-MetaMath fine-tuned Llama3-8B Llama3-8B-MetaMath

Table 7: Learning rate, batch size, and verifier initialization for training TVM when using Mistral-7B-MetaMath
and Llama3-8B-MetaMath to generate Ntr = 25 reasoning paths per training problem of MATH in Sec. 4.2.

Mistral-7B-MetaMath Llama3-8B-MetaMath

Learning rate 2e-6 2e-6
Batch size 512 512
Verifier initialization Mistral-7B-MetaMath Llama3-8B-MetaMath

For both best-of-N search and verifier-guided step-level beam search, we also use a temperature of 0.7,
a top-k of 50, and a top-p of 1.0. The maximum new token length is set to 400 for GSM8K and 1024 for
MATH, respectively.
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